Chapter 2
Prison Sentences: Recovering the
Voices of Prisoners through Exhibition,
Instruction, and Outreach
Kimberley Bell and Jillian Sparks
As a main attribute of any research library, special collections serve as a
resource for primary source research and teaching. To ensure that people
are aware of this service, libraries must reach out and engage with the
public. The onus is also on special collections to collect and steward
their holdings in a manner that represents their diverse communities.
In this chapter, we describe a collaborative, multi-modal experiment
initiated by W.D. Jordan Rare Books and Special Collections, Queen’s
University Library, to promote and reach out to one of Canada’s and
the local Kingston community’s most marginalized groups: the prison
population. Focusing on a forty-year run of newsletters written and
produced by inmates at various prisons in and around Kingston, we
wanted to share this collection for the same reason the newsletters
were produced: to connect the prison population to the outside world.
Initially, time and exhibition space were budgeted only for an oncampus exhibition. However, the project evolved rapidly, and as it did,
the parameters and opportunities for additional outreach became clear.
We expanded our outreach to include formalized undergraduate and
graduate training, and, more ambitiously, a visit to Joyceville Institution
to share the collection with current inmates.
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As a project, “Prison Sentences: Penitentiary Literature in Kingston”
expanded to encompass three distinct modalities: campus exhibition,
instruction, and outreach. Through this expansion, our attention was
drawn to several very interesting, mutually reinforcing themes at the
heart of the collection. Whereas scholars focus on concepts of selfcensorship and intellectual freedom in the acquisition and stewardship of
special collections, here we had a paradigm of extreme self-censorship
in the very creation of the holding itself. This engendered a fascinating
duality, which we will discuss later in the chapter. Moreover, we had the
opportunity to reflect this self-censorship process back to those living
in the conditions in which the materials were produced. As well, we
had the opportunity to reflect on our own power and responsibility as
curators and stewards of underrepresented voices.
The journey to take the newsletters into a Kingston area prison was
a long one, spanning almost two years. Prison outreach with our rare
and special collections was not something we had attempted before, and
the notion was also foreign to prison officials. In this chapter, we will
examine special collections through the lens of the marginalized and
disempowered by providing an overview of the Canadian penal press
and the prison newsletter exhibit. We will also discuss how students
researched the collection, as well as the challenges of taking special
collections behind prison walls.

A Carceral Archipelago: Text, Rehabilitation, and
Governmentality in Kingston, Ontario

Published in 1938, the Archambault Report provided the impetus for
reform in the Canadian penitentiary system, with an emphasis on rehabilitation. In 1936, the federal government appointed Justice Joseph
Archambault to lead the Royal Commission on Penal Reform in Canada,
following a decade of strikes, riots, and demands for change from reformers such as Agnes McPhail.1 Through his report, Achambault introduced
1. Agnes Macphail was the first woman elected to the Canadian House of Commons
(1921-1940), and she figured prominently in the prison newsletters because of her
advocacy for prison reform.
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the first steps toward modern prison reform, with an emphasis on
“strict but humane discipline and the reformation and rehabilitation of
prisoners.”2 The intervening war years, however, delayed the onset of
recommendations from the Report and no action was taken until the
late 1940s, when Commissioner R.B. Gibson instituted a number of the
proposals. Published in March of 1951, the Report of the Commissioner of
Penitentiaries Canada calls the introduction of inmate newsletters “one of
the most interesting developments with broad educational implications”
and notes, “[t]he quality of the material during the first seven months
of operation has been very high and considerable public interest has
been created.”3 Nowhere were the findings of Gibson’s Report felt
more strongly than in Kingston, Ontario, an education and military
town, and Canada’s prison capital with ten penitentiaries in active use
in the Greater Kingston area during its peak.
Kingston Penitentiary (KP) opened in 1835 and was visited in 1842
by Charles Dickens, who wrote about his experience in American Notes,
saying,
There is an admirable jail here, well and wisely governed, and excellently
regulated, in every respect. The men were employed as shoemakers,
ropemakers, blacksmiths, tailors, carpenters, and stonecutters; and
in building a new prison, which was pretty far advanced towards
completion. The female prisoners were occupied in needlework.

Designated a national historic site in 1990, KP closed its doors as a
working prison on September 30, 2013. It was from within these walls
on September 1, 1950 that the first of the newsletters, The K.P. Telescope,
was published, thus marking the beginning of the Canadian penal press.
Heavily endorsed by Commissioner Gibson and Deputy Commissioner
2. Canada, and Joseph Archambault, Report of the Royal Commission to Investigate the
Penal System of Canada (Ottawa: J.O. Patenaude, 1938), http://catalog.hathitrust.org/
Record/001135337, v.
3. Canada, Office of the Commissioner of Penitentiaries, Report of the Commissioner of
Penitentiaries Canada 1949-1950 (Ottawa: Queen’s Printer, 1951), https://www.publicsafety.gc.ca/lbrr/archives/csc-arcp-1950-1951-eng.pdf, 17.
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Figure 1. Dome, Kingston Penitentiary, c.1890.
Courtesy of Queen’s University Archives, Kingston, Ontario.
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Joseph McCulley (who commented in the second newsletter that “O.
Henry the famous short story writer, began his literary career within a
prison, there is no reason why this publication might not also become
a medium for the expression of similar talent”), signs of success were
evident in the numbers. The Telescope had 1,500 paid subscribers by June
of 1958, and another prison newsletter, Pen-O-Rama, had 4,000 subscribers, as well as paid advertising.4
Authored and edited exclusively by inmates, these highly produced
publications were intended for—and won significant circulation among—
the general population. From hard-hitting pieces evaluating the merits
and demerits of capital punishment, to the “daily pun,” outsiders enjoyed
privileged “access” to life inside prison walls. The newsletters allowed
prisoners, who are often silenced, to speak for themselves. However,
the stories told through these publications obscured as much as they
revealed about prison life, which raises several questions: is it possible
to recoup the voices of this marginalized group from the newsletters?
Are these voices authentic and truly representative of prison life? What
institutional constraints shaped the prisoners’ writing and expression?
Anxious to air grievances to an outside audience, participants nevertheless had to satisfy administrators’ expectations and avoid offending
potentially violent inmates. In Foucauldian terms, authors and editors
rendered themselves governable to two authorities whose interests were
often at odds. The stakes were high: one imprudently shared fact or
poorly constructed metaphor could result in death. Censorship proved to
be frustrating for the editors, making it difficult to get stories approved.
One inmate referred to this process as the “censorship of survival,”
making it clear that the personal ramifications of upsetting the inmate
population could be harsh or even deadly.5
Soon after The Telescope began, other newsletters were started across
the country, including The Pathfinder from Prince Albert Penitentiary
4. Gaucher, Robert, “Canadian Penal Press: A Documentation and Analysis,” Journal
of Prisoners on Prisons 2, no. 1 (1989): 6.
5. James McGrath Morris, Jailhouse Journalism: The Fourth Estate Behind Bars, Reprint
edition (New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publishers, 2001).
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Figure 2. First newsletter, Sept. 1, 1950.
Courtesy of W.D. Jordan Rare Books and Special Collections,
Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario.
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in Saskatchewan, Transition from British Columbia Penitentiary, PenO-Rama from St. Vincent De Paul Penitentiary in Quebec, The Beacon
from Dorchester Prison in New Brunswick, and The Mountain Echo
from Manitoba Penitentiary. These newsletters or “joint magazines”
were professional in their production from their stories to the quality
of printing. Although these early newsletters were consistent in their
content—all containing regular features, lengthy sports columns, humor,
a census of the prison population, and a “greetings” column—each
newsletter maintained its own unique style and tone.
Produced and edited by inmates, the majority of whom had little or
no printing training and limited formal education, these publications
provided a more direct representation of prison life to the public.6
Although the editors of The Telescope indicate that the newsletter was
written by regular inmates, most of the writing was done by inmate
editors. It was difficult for editors to find writers who would follow the
policies set by prison administrators. The editors’ jobs were not easy.
They had to appease the administration and follow the policies or risk
punishment, such as having their “good time” reduced, being relieved
of their duties as editors, or risk being labeled “uncooperative.” In
addition, they had to be mindful of the inmate population and walk a
fine line between the two—the personal ramifications of upsetting the
inmate population could be harsh. Although editors had many hoops
to jump through, they were not forced to publish the viewpoints of the
prison administration. This was most evident in 1957, when The Telescope
was not published for an entire year because editors and administrators
could not agree on policies for the newsletter.
Well-produced, many with beautiful silkscreen covers, the early KP
newsletters were hand-set and printed from linotype. Two different
crews—editing and production—were involved in the creation of the
publications. Resenting interference, the inmate compositors, pressmen, and linotype operators separated themselves from the editors. In
the middle of the twentieth century, KP was the only institution in the
6. Canada, Report of the Commissioner of Penitentiaries, 18.
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Kingston area that had an inmate print shop; in addition to printing The
Telescope, they also printed The Collin’s Bay Diamond. Around 1962, the
newsletters began to change and the high-quality look of the publications, which featured silkscreen and woodcut covers, disappeared and
were replaced by mimeographed, and later photocopied, product. By
1968, all of the original Canadian penal press publications had ceased
publication.7
Opened in 1935, the Prison for Women, commonly known as P4W,
the only federal women’s penitentiary in Canada, operated in Kingston until 1995 and was decommissioned in 2000.8 Tightwire, the most
notable publication from P4W, was first published in 1972 and endured
for over two decades.9 As its name implies, it existed within a dangerous and precarious situation requiring the art of maintaining balance.
The editors at Tightwire faced the same problems their colleagues at
other institutions did, balancing two opposing views with little room
for compromise. However, because P4W was the only women’s penitentiary, there was little prisoner movement and the newsletter enjoyed
continuity of editors and staff that their male counterparts did not.
Like the other prison newsletters, Tightwire included poetry, art, letters
to the editor, humor, sports, and a large Indigenous section. Featured
on the covers and throughout the publication, the artwork is exceptional
and, like the stories, often intense and deeply personal. Lacking a print
shop, Tightwire’s editions were photocopied and not reminiscent of the
quality of The Telescope. However, producing the newsletter in this way
cut costs considerably and made it much easier for the editors to meet
publication deadlines.
From the inception of the Canadian penal press in 1950, beginning with the publication of The Telescope, the various newsletters went
through many changes. Produced in institutional print shops, woodcuts
7. Gaucher, “Canadian Penal Press,” 10.
8. After KP opened in 1835, female inmates were incarcerated alongside the men,
until P4W became operational in 1934.
9. Prior to having their own newsletter, the women contributed on a regular basis to
The K.P. Telescope in a column called “Feminine Features.”
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Figure 3. Inmate in the printing shop at Kingston Penitentiary, c.1953.
Used with permission from Canada’s Penitentiary Museum/
Musée Pénitentiaire du Canada.

and attractive silkscreen art graced the covers of the earliest magazines, eventually giving way to black and white photocopies. Originally
endorsed by corrections administration and inmates alike, the support
and enthusiasm eventually fell by the wayside as the hoped-for outcomes
suggested by the Archambault Report of 1938 failed to materialize.
In 2019, Out of Bounds (a prison newsletter from William Head Institution, a minimum security prison on Vancouver Island) is the only
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outside-directed prison newsletter still produced in Canada.10 Not without its share of problems, it was banned in 2017 by BC Corrections
officials for containing “anti-corrections messaging.”11 The ban has
since been rescinded.

Prison Newsletter Exhibit

Focusing on prison newsletters from Kingston area prisons, W.D. Jordan
Rare Books and Special Collections mounted an exhibit called Prison
Sentences12 in the winter of 2016 that provided an in-depth look at
these newsletters. Examining the content and historical significance of
the publications and drawing attention to the high quality of the publications, especially in the 1950s and 60s, the exhibit provided context
and highlighted the tension in which the newsletters were produced.
The idea to have an exhibit of this material came about after the
Canadian Penitentiary Museum donated a number of newsletters to
the Queen’s University Archives, which then passed along the items
to the W.D. Jordan Rare Books and Special Collections. This addition
to the existing collection of prison newsletters increased our holdings
to more than ten linear feet of prison newsletters, the majority from
KP, Collin’s Bay, and P4W. Many of the pre-existing newsletters in
the W.D. Jordan Rare Books and Special Collections were donated by
John Alexander Edmison (1909-1980) Q.C., a member of the four-man
Fauteux Committee (1953-1956) appointed by the Minister of Justice
to study probation, parole, and clemency problems.13 Later, Edmison
10. The Gabber Express, which is currently published in Matsqui Institution, a medium
security institution on the Federal Reserve land that is shared with Fraser Valley
Institution and Pacific Institution, located in the community of Abbotsford, British
Columbia, is not an outside-directed newsletter.
11. Sunny Dhillon, “BC Corrections Rescinds Ban on Two of Three Prisoner Publications,” Globe and Mail March 15, (2017): https://www.theglobeandmail.com/
news/british-columbia/bc-corrections-rescinds-ban-on-two-of-three-prisoner-publications/article34317966/.
12. For an audio tour of the exhibit, please see https://library.queensu.ca/about-us/
news-events/prison-sentences-penitentiary-literature-kingston.
13. Queen’s University Archives holds the John Alexander Edmison fonds, donated
by Mrs. J.A. Edmison.
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Figure 4. Exhibit poster.

was appointed as a member of the first Parole Board of Canada from
1959 to 1969. Educated at Queen’s University and McGill, Edmison
was interested in crime prevention, penal reform, and the welfare of exprisoners, topics that he wrote and spoke about often. He was a frequent
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guest editor in the early newsletters and his work in prison reform earned
him the reputation of being “a good friend of this magazine.”14
Totaling six display cases, the exhibit covered the history of the
Canadian penal press, social issues within the prisons, how the newsletters were printed, personal narrative books written inside Kingston area
prisons, and a sample of writings from famous political prisoners, with
one case devoted entirely to Tightwire. Issues that mattered to the inmates
were highlighted in the “Writer’s Block: Social Issues on the Inside” case,
featuring stories that captured the attention of prisoners. Headlining
the Joyceville Journal in March 1965 is a reprinted article, “Capital Punishment—End to Hanging,” an issue that found its way into the pages of
the newsletters until a moratorium on the death penalty was announced
in 1967.15 “Put Them to Work” is a reprinted article from The Ottawa
Evening Citizen that strongly supports inmates working for their keep;
heartily endorsed by the editors of The Collin’s Bay Diamond, the article
was included in the July 1954 issue. Drug addiction was also a topic of
interest and therefore frequently featured in the newsletters. One story
from the 1950s, about the deaths of two inmates at P4W, implored the
government and the legal system to address the problem. Law reform
was also a popular topic, serving to inform the inmates and the public
of changes in the legal system.
In addition to material from the W.D. Jordan Rare Books and Special
Collections, we borrowed from the Queen’s Archives and the Canadian
Penitentiary Museum; a goal of the exhibit was to promote this historical
material to the community and have the collection used as a resource. In
determining how best to recoup the voices of this marginalized group,
the curator had to be mindful of the victims’ voices. Emphasizing the
rehabilitative nature of the newsletters and the attempt at transparency
14. The K.P. Telescope, vol. 3 no. 1, 1952. 6.
15. It was 1998 before Canada fully abolished capital punishment. The last execution
of prisoners occurred in 1962. Paul Gendreau, and Wayne Renke, “Capital Punishment,” The Canadian Encyclopedia. Historica Canada. Article published February 6,
2006, last modified December 7, 2017. https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/
article/capital-punishment.
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by prison officials as a result of the Archambault Report, the intent was
to highlight the collection as a primary source, not to glorify the writings
and lives of the inmates. Interestingly, although perhaps not surprising
given that Kingston is known as Canada’s “Penitentiary City,” the exhibit
generated much local interest. Kingston residents pride themselves on
living in a prison town, but it was former inmates who displayed the
most interest in the exhibit. In particular, a former inmate writer whose
books were on display as part of the narratives written in prison visited
the library and donated additional books to the collection. Rather than
being a painful journey to the past, he described it as an opportunity
for reflection. Writing, he said, was a means of escape and an attempt
to deal with personal issues.
Out of this former inmate writer’s relationship with the collection
began another, this time with the coordinator of an online resource
called The Penal Press—A History of Prison from Within.16 Run by Professor Melissa Munn from Okanagan College in British Columbia, this
website provides open access to these documents. Munn’s visit to the
exhibit in 2016 led to a discussion about newsletter volumes that The
Penal Press was missing, and Queen’s agreed to scan and supply them.
It was also during Munn’s visit that she met the former inmate writer,
and the two sparked the idea of taking the newsletters back to their
prison beginnings.

Student Research: Can the Incarcerated Speak?

In conjunction with the prison newsletter exhibit, Queen’s University History professor Steven Maynard built his upper-level “Foucault
for Historians” course around the newsletter collection. His students
researched the collection for their final seminar papers; consequently,
they were not limited to just one special collections class session, but
instead became experienced reading room users. Collaborating, we recognized that the newsletters provided students with the opportunity to
16. The Penal Press—A History of Prison from Within, accessed December 31, 2018,
http://penalpress.com/.
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conduct hands-on research with primary sources, develop research skills,
learn how to handle rare materials, and prepare for future independent
work in special collections.
Exploring the theme, “Can the Incarcerated Speak? Prison Newsletters as Power/Knowledge,” students were required “to assess the value
of the newsletters as sources for writing a Foucauldian-inspired history
of the prison.” Michel Foucault’s famous work, Discipline and Punish:
The Birth of the Prison, a history of the modern penal system, was first
published in 1975; there, he presented his analysis and theories on the
history of prisons and the structure of power. Prior to its publication,
Foucault helped to establish the Groupe d’Information Sur Les Prisons
(The Prisons Information Group, or the GIP) in 1971. On February 8,
1971, he presented the GIP’s manifesto to the public:
We propose to make known what the prison is: who goes there, how
and why they go there, what happens there, and what the life of the
prisoners is, and that, equally, of the surveillance personnel; what
the buildings, the food, and hygiene are like; how the internal regulations, medical control, and the workshops function; how one gets
out and what it is to be, in our society, one of those who came out.17

Rather than rely on official government reports and statistics, the GIP
compiled information through questionnaires and shared it through
pamphlets and other print media with the goal of publicizing prisoners’
experiences. The questionnaires were more authentic than government
reports, because they allowed prisoners to speak for themselves.
Using this Foucauldian context, students were tasked with considering whether the newsletters similarly presented the “authentic” voice of
prisoners, and whether they provided an accurate account of marginalized voices more generally. The students grappled with, not only these
questions (insofar as the newsletters were vetted by prison administrators), but also with what it means to encounter the newsletters in a
17. Salar Mohandesi, “Manifesto of the Groupe d’Information Sur Les Prisons (1971),” Viewpoint Magazine, February 16, 2016, https://www.viewpointmag.
com/2016/02/16/manifesto-of-the-groupe -dinformation-sur-les-prisons-1971/.
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special collections library. They considered how libraries and archives
arrange and present collections and what authority and power curators
have over collections. In preparation for their archival research, students
attended a session in our reading room where they were introduced
to handling materials and were presented with the provenance of the
collection. Discussing the history of the penal press and how the newsletters were produced enabled us to provide context while leaving the
question of authentic voice to be answered by the students. Because
students consulted this material throughout the semester, we placed
the newsletters on a cart organized by title for ease of access and to
keep the items on hold. At the beginning of their projects, students
could browse the collection on the cart and then choose one box to
consult. The prison newsletter exhibit was concurrently on display and
we removed items from the exhibit upon request. Students dropped in
during our regular reading room hours and were not required to make
appointments. However, students often requested to consult with the
exhibit curator and other librarians as they made sense of the collection
and formulated their ideas.
The goals of the seminar paper and course are best framed within
the context of the ACRL RBMS-SAA’s Guidelines for Primary Source
Literacy, specifically the learning objectives listed under number four:
“Interpret, Analyze, and Evaluate.”18 The first three objectives include:
A. Assess the appropriateness of a primary source for meeting the
goals of a specific research or creative project.
B. Critically evaluate the perspective of the creator(s) of a primary
source, including tone, subjectivity, and biases, and consider how
these relate to the original purpose(s) and audience(s) of the source.

18. ACRL RBMS-SAA Joint Task Force (2017), “Guidelines for Primary Source Literacy,” approved February 12, 2018, http://www.ala.org/acrl/sites/ala.org.acrl/files/
content/standards/Primary%20Source%20Literacy2018.pdf, 5.
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C. Situate a primary source in context by applying knowledge about
the time and culture in which it was created; the author or creator; its format, genre, publication history; or related materials in
a collection.19
Students were prompted to devise research strategies to focus their
browsing and reading of the collection. They were required to narrow
their topics to, for example, a run of newsletters produced at one institution, how prisoners documented and reacted to violent events like
the prison riots at KP, or to pick a theme such as women/gender or
racialization/incarceration to track across newsletters. Settling on topics,
the students engaged in the task of finding appropriate evidence from
the primary source. The second and third learning objectives tie back to
the question of whether the newsletters accurately convey the prisoners’
voices. Students had to consider that the newsletters were not only read
by fellow inmates, but circulated to subscribers. However, the content
they produced also had to pass through an editorial board of both
inmates and prison administrators. These interventions, or mediations
of the prisoners’ voices, tie back to the course theme: are these prisoners authentically speaking for themselves, and what are the Foucauldian
power dynamics at work? The question of power or authority directly
relates to the fourth through sixth learning objectives:
D. As part of the analysis of available resources, identify, interrogate, and consider the reasons for silences, gaps, contradictions,
or evidence of power relationships in the documentary record and
how they impact the research process.
E. Factor physical and material elements into the interpretation
of primary sources, including the relationship between container
(binding, media, or overall physical attributes) and informational
19. ACRL RBMS-SAA Joint Task Force (2017), “Guidelines for Primary Source Literacy,” 5.
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content, and the relationship of original sources to physical or digital
copies of those sources.
F. Demonstrate historical empathy, curiosity about the past, and
appreciation for historical sources and historical actors.20
The prison newsletters are unique in that they offered a space for a
variety of inmates to share their voices in various forms, from essays to
poetry to cartoons. As students examined the newsletters, many focused
on how prisoners advocated for parole reform or traced one author
across time and prisons as inmates were transferred to different institutions. While a number of the newsletters are available online, students
were frequently in our reading room and a number of them wrote about
the physical interaction with the materials and the quality of production.
One of the greatest outcomes of this course and assignment was the
continued interest in the newsletters. Students returned the following
year to use the collection for different History courses, recognizing that
the inmates’ writings were valuable and viable sources for their research.
One student in particular has chosen to pursue research in the history
of insane asylums and prison health care as part of her medical school
studies. Their papers and continued research affirm that the prison
newsletters do present an authentic view of the prison experience.
Outside of the History department, English graduate students have
critically engaged with the Indigenous inmate writings throughout the
collection, focusing on P4W’s Tightwire. In his course, “Incarcerating
Indigenous Peoples: Cultural and Political Perspectives,” Professor
Armand Ruffo challenged his students to consider the various forms
in which Indigenous peoples are incarcerated, including literal incarceration in the Canadian prison system. The Correctional Service of Canada
(CSC) reports that, “[w]hile Indigenous people represent approximately
four per cent of the Canadian adult population; almost twenty-three
20. ACRL RBMS-SAA Joint Task Force (2017), “Guidelines for Primary Source Literacy,” 5-6.
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percent of federally sentenced offenders are Indigenous.”21 The printed
work by Indigenous inmates often focuses on either the loss or reconnection with their culture. Students examining the newsletters focused
not only on how the newsletters provide a space for the inmate voice,
but also a space to share an incarcerated culture. By examining the
collection and pursuing critical reading of the texts, students validated
the prisoners’ writings as an important part of Indigenous literature.
As with all primary sources, the prison newsletter collection provides
insight into people’s experiences of historical events. Examining the
newsletters connected students to the often-undervalued inmate experience. They not only gained primary source research experience, but
also recognized these missing voices in the historical record or literary
canon. By promoting and teaching with this collection, we chose to
share marginalized voices to which students would not otherwise be
exposed; this choice resulted in original student research, and provided
inspiration for continued use of primary sources.

Back to the Penitentiary

As mentioned, serendipitous discussions in the reading room during the
winter of 2016 led to our outreach program at Joyceville Institution.
Building on the Prison Sentences exhibit, we reached out to the Institution and jointly developed a plan to bring the newsletters there as part
of a pop-up exhibit. Eventually, sharing the publications in a classroom
setting, reminiscent of the Archambault Report’s recommendation for
increased education, became the goal. Ideally, it would have been best
to work with a current university program that was already involved
in the local prisons, but they were no longer in existence. Projects are
typically slow to move through the bureaucratic approval process of
any institutional environment, and security concerns (a top priority for
the CSC) extended the timeframe.
Each institution has a specific security classification that determines
which programs are offered. Joyceville is a minimum-security site with
21. Correctional Service Canada, “Indigenous Corrections,” last modified January
2017, https://www.csc-scc.gc.ca/publications/092/005007-3001-eng.pdf.
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Figure 5. Page from Tightwire, Vol. 23, no. 2, Summer 1989.
Courtesy of W.D. Jordan Rare Books and Special Collections,
Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario.

a clustered facility based on a residential design model. It consists of
small-group accommodation houses in addition to a medium security
section. Minimum-security institutions have fewer limitations, which
means that correctional staff restrict movement and privileges as little as
possible. This environment is meant to prepare inmates for their eventual
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return to the community (although not all inmates will be released).22
Inmates spend their days either working at job sites, developing trade
skills, or taking classes.
A teacher with the CSC finally replied to our proposal, interested to
learn more about the project. Together with the teacher and the Joyceville librarian, we developed a day-long program that combined six
teaching sessions supported by a pop-up exhibit. In consultation with
the teacher, items were selected for the class, including a number of
early newsletters from KP, Collins Bay, Joyceville, and P4W. The inmates
had an interest in KP since a number of them had done time there, and
photos of inmates in the yard and the print shop were included. Personal
narratives written in prisons in Kingston, such as Roger Caron’s Go Boy,
which won the Governor General’s Award for English-language nonfiction in 1978, were also displayed. Additionally, we brought a large folio
volume of plates from Denis Diderot’s Encyclopédie, published in 1772,
and an 1883 edition of John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress and Other Works.
The latter has split fore-edge paintings with one scene titled “Bunyan’s
Dream” and the other a portrait of Bunyan. We wanted to expose the
inmates to a range of print material, while staying within the themes
of censorship and imprisonment.
Prior to the visit, we learned that we would have two spaces: one room
for our materials and another for the class session. We set up our items
in a large room with tables and prepared for three classes in the morning
and another three in the afternoon. Inmates were not required to attend,
so others who were interested (e.g., staff and inmates not in the classes)
were invited to stop by in between the class visits.23 We prepared for
six small groups with a lesson plan that included a brief introduction
to special collections, including care and handling, a general overview
of the history of printing, and the history of the penal press in Canada
22. Correctional Service of Canada, “Institutional Profiles—Ontario Region—Joyceville Institution—Correctional Service Canada,” Last modified September 9, 2012,
http://www.csc-scc.gc.ca/institutions/001002-3007-eng.shtml.
23. Announcements were made throughout the day on the institution’s PA system. At
the end of the day, the teachers reported that almost of the students had participated.
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at the beginning of each class. Following this, inmates would have an
opportunity to handle the material and complete a prepared hand-out.24
As it turned out, inmates, staff, and others filtered in and out, and we
ended up scrapping our lesson plan in favor of a general announcement
about how to handle the material. We distributed hand-outs and asked
visitors to respond to whatever they found to be of interest. Luckily,
we had prepared brief labels with bibliographical information for each
item and, instead of delivering a prepared history of the penal press,
we moved amongst the material answering questions and listening to
the inmates’ own stories.
This unexpected change to our plan worked better for the inmates
and for us. By exploring the items in a less structured way, the inmates
were better able to respond to the materials and comfortably ask us
questions. The rehearsed lecture would have created conversation barriers and could have discouraged them from handling the material.
Instead, we were able to discuss the art of printing and some of their
own art practices. Others quoted The Pilgrim’s Progress and connected to
the various trades represented in Diderot’s Encyclopédie.
At the end of the morning and afternoon sessions, we met as one
large group. We began each session by going through the questions from
the provided hand-out—questions that were designed to help inmates
record their thoughts about the material. Responses were as diverse as
the group itself, with most of the inmates willing to share their opinions
and relate the material to their own current interests and activities.
We had been told that the class was at a high school level, spanning
the learning spectrum. While we had anticipated this, we were not prepared for the majority to have English as a second language, and this
proved to be a barrier for some of the inmates.
Most of the hand-outs were returned to us, many with thoughtful
comments. The hope had been to use the prison newsletters to encourage
writing and reflection. Although the inmates were impressed that their
predecessors had learned about printing and were interested in Tightwire,
24. See Appendix.
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it was the images from KP and the Diderot volume that excited them
the most. They were impressed by the condition of the eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century books and the intricacies of producing a fore-edge
painting or engraving. Our conversation reflected their interest in art
and the visual aspects of the newsletters. In regard to the newsletter
content, one inmate wrote, “I live this every day, I don’t want to read
or write about it.” To fully engage the inmates in the newsletters, it was
felt that a writing exercise focusing on the newsletters would need to
be integrated into the teaching session. Before future visits, the teacher
would have the class complete an assignment using downloaded digitized
versions of the newsletters from The Penal Press.

Conclusion

The exhibit in 2016 focused on the deep and unique ambivalence of
being an inmate-author/editor, through analyzing the newsletter printing and editing processes. Initially, the goal of the curator was to raise
awareness of the collection in the Queen’s community as well as the
broader Kingston community. The exhibit’s success led to a strong connection with other libraries and museums in Kingston and neighboring
cities. Part of the exhibition went on tour to the Lennox and Addington
Library, and partnerships were formed with the Canadian Penitentiary
Museum and The Penal Press.
While it is important to preserve these inmate voices, it is also vital for
curators to bring their narratives to light. By exhibiting the newsletters,
we wanted to promote the material as significant primary documents
that were ripe for research. The fourth-year History students and English graduate students who worked with the newsletters were provided
the opportunity to research beyond the traditional historical narrative
and literary canon. By engaging with the material, they validated the
inmates’ voices.
While the exhibit provided students with an in-depth look at inmates’
writing, allowing them to appreciate its historical significance, the currently incarcerated were of course unable to visit the exhibit or take
part in the instruction process. By bringing the newsletters, some books
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written by prisoners in Kingston penitentiaries, and a few other rare
books and photos from our collection to Joyceville, we were able to
reconnect the exhibit with its creative source. Although our hope to
inspire a new wave of prison newsletter writers was met with tepid
response, we were able to reconnect with the inmate community, learn
more about their current modes of creative rehabilitation, and establish
an instruction format that will allow us to return to Joyceville and share
materials that resonate with them.
As special collections professionals, we aim to engage current and
potential users while eliminating barriers to access. From finding the
right contact to gaining access to the facility itself, bringing special collections to a prison environment is a difficult process. Perseverance is
necessary and flexibility with the logistics and design of the program
is key. As a teaching collection, it was rewarding to move beyond these
barriers and bring items from the W.D. Jordan Rare Books and Special
Collections to this diverse and marginalized community. The experience
reminded us that, as curators, we represent many voices in our collections, both loud and whispered. By interacting with the community who
created these newsletters, we can better share their stories with students
and other users. While many inmates seemed disinterested in the prison
newsletters, they were curious about special collections in general. The
prison classroom thus became a co-learning space; we learned more
about the individuals whose history we steward, and the inmates learned
that their creative output has value beyond prison walls.
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Appendix
W.D. Jordan Rare Books and Special Collections Visit
Topic: Introduction to Prison Newsletters and Primary
Sources
Care and Handling: Please remember that these are rare and unique objects that
should be handled with care. Do not use pen near the materials.
1. Meet the document: How is the newsletter printed? In columns?
In color? Are there any illustrations? Try to describe the document as
if you were explaining it to someone who can’t see it.

2. Observe its parts:
What is the full title
of the text?
Who is/are the
authors?
Publisher (name and
location)
Date
Any other interesting features?
3. Try to make sense of it: What is it talking about? Who is the intended
audience? The inmates? Outside subscribers? A mix of both? Why do
you think these newsletters were produced?

4. Reflection: What surprised you? What are your impressions from
today’s visit? What questions do you want to pursue?
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